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Abstract. Radial RF electric field promes, measured with fast drive probes ip the SOL ofTEXTOR and 
ASDEX during ICRF, revealed strong radial variations or lhe poloidal RF electric field. The electric field 
structure is found to be independent of plasma density, toroidal magnetic field and plasma current, 
thereby excluding surface waves or global modes as possible explanations. 

Experimental set-ups. On TEXTOR, the measurements were performed by means of a fast drive double 
probe system 1 , normally used to characterize the scrape off layer (SOL) density and temperature promes 
during the ALT-lI toroidal belt pump limiter operation. The scanning probe is located in the horizontal 
midplane ofTEXTOR , at a distance of about 0.87 m toroidally away from ICRF antenna pair I (AI). 
A second ICRF antenna pair (A2) is located 180 0 away from AI. A description of the ICRF antenna 
system is given in [ 2]. The pneumatically driven double probe scans a distance of 15 cm, moving from 
behind the TEXTOR liner to near the ALT-II limiter tangency point in about 0. 1 s. The double probe 
consists of two wires, each 0.6) mm in diameter and 3.0 mm long, separated by 2 mm in the poloidal 
direction. To measure the RF electric field at the gencrator frequency (29 MHz), the differential probe 
signal was fIrst mtcred by a bandpass fIlter with a flat frequency response in the range 25·35 MHz and 
then rectified by a linear RF detector. The RF fields measured in this way are not calibratcd; the voltage 
! V .. ! measured over the tenninating resistance Rr (50 n) of the coaxial measuring cable depends on the 
internal impedance R, of the probe l , since J V .. ! = ! V~FI Rrl(Rr + R, ) where I VJlF ! is the amplitude 
of the RF voltage in the plasma. Neglecting displacemcnt currents through the sheath, which surrounds 
the probe tips, R, is given by 3, R, = T,II" where T, is the electron tcmperature expressed in eV and I, 
(A) is the ion saturation current to the probe. In the present situation, it t1f!!ls out that R, » Rr and 
thus I V .. I = ! VJlFII Ri! = ! Vjlf! 1,/ T,,*,"Since I, is proportional to n,.JT" where n. is the electron 
density, onc obtains I .1 "'" ! Vul "./-JT, . Except very close to the ALT·II limiter tangency point 
the clectron temperature prome in the SOL was found I to be much flatter than the electron density 
prome, so that wc can write J V",! "'" I VJlFJ n,. 
On ASDEX, the RF field prorLies were also measured by a pneumatically driven fast drive probe system 
which scans a distance of 8 cm in about 200 ms. The probe manipulator is locatcd in the horizontal 
midplane of ASDEX, at a distance of I m toroidally away from onc It:;:RF antenna (Iabeled 'SO'). A 
second antenna pair (labeled 'NW') is located 180 0 away from the antenna SO. A description of the 
(cooled) ICRF antenna system is given in (4). Two electrical dipole antennas, and two single-turn 
magnetic loop antennas were mounted on the head of the probe manipulator. For each pair, the two 
antennas were oriented perpendicularly to each other. These RF probes have a toroidal (z) (or poloidal 
(y)) extension of )7 mm , a radial extension of about 20 mm, and a thickness of 4 nui:a. In contrast to 
the measurements on TEXTOR, thc measured RF amplitude t VOl t was made independently of the 
plasma density and temperature in the SOL. This was accomplished by placing resistors (250 n) in se
ries with each tip of the electrical dipoles at a distance of only 2 cm behind the probe tips. 
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Using typical SOL plasma parameters, an internal impedance RI on the order of 8 .n (thUS significantly 
lower than on TEXTOR due to the much larger probe area) is obtained, which is much smaller than 
the external (2 x 250 il) series resistors. The measured RF amplitude can therefore be considered as 
essentially independent of R,. The RF probe signals were filtered by a bandpass ruler with a flat fre
quency responsc in the range 50-70 MHz 10 seloct only the generator frequency (67 MHz). 

Measurements. The measurements on TEXTOR were perfonned in (our different gas mixtures; 
lHe-(H), "He-(li). H and D-(H). The Radial Proflle of the Electric field (RPE) forthe lHe -(H) mixture 
is shown in Fig. l . The position of the peaks in I £,1 was found to be completely independent of the 
toroidal magnetic field Br and of the line-averaged density n.o ' for Br between 1.8 and 2.1 T and n.o 
between 2. JOllcm-l and 3. iOLlcm-l. The decreasing amplitude of IE,I towards the wall can be attri
buted to the density dependent sensitivity o f the RF electric dipole, as cxplained before. Note a150 that 
the radial positio n of the large peaks in IE,I seems to correspond to thc radial position (r "" 47 cm) 
of the most protuding part of the antenna protection limiters. 
For the -He-(H) case, nearly the same electric field structure :!: compared to the lHe-(H) case was ob
served. The position of the peaks in I £,1 was the same a~ ;:1, the previous case (for the same antenna 
position). The plasma conditions were similar to those of !he IF(' case, excep t for the plasma current. 
The structure in I £ I was found even for the lowest RF power (50 kW). 
In pure hydrogen, t~e observed RPE is different as compared to the previous cases (Fig.2). Thc position 
47.2 cm of the Umennost peak corresponds again to the radial rosition of the most protuding part o f the 
antcnna protection limiters. The RPE was again found to be independent of Bn n. and the plasma 
current I . 
The RPE in the case of O-(H) is sho wn in Fig.3. The iCRF antenna limiter was in thls case positioned 
at r '" 46 cm, which is also the radius where the RPE shows a sharp transi tion. 
The measurements on AS DEX were perfonned in the second hannonic heating scenario in pure hy
drogen and using the double nuU magnetic configuration. Neutral injection power was applied simul
taneously with the ICRF heating pulse. An example of the observed RPE is shown in FigA, when only 
antenna NW was excited. 'T1Us antenna is nearly at the diametrica.lly opposite side of the torus. I Efl 
shows a sharp transition at r "" 21 5.3 cm, while no transition is seen or. the to roidal magnetic fie d 
component I B,I. The position o f the antenna pro tectio n limiter is at r = 212 cm, which is close to the 
radial position of the sharp transition in I E,I , when onc considers the radial extension (2 cm) of the 
electric dipole. 
Measurements of the floating potential in the divcrto r of ASDEX have shown' previously a strong 
negative dip in the scrape off layer at the la.>1 flu x surface entering the divertor (which is also the surface ' 
directly in front of the antenna). 

Discussion. Since the scnsitivity of the RF probes o n TEXTOR depends o n the electron density and 
temperature, strong radial variations in these quantities could, in principle, give rise to the observed 
RPE. Whcn the scanning probe diagnostic was operated in the double Langmuir probe mode however, 
such strong variations of n. and T. were not observed; this fact and the ASDEX measurements therefore 
exclude such an explanation. A theoretical interpretation based on global o r surface modes can also be 
excluded because the presence of such modes can cause omy much more gradual radial wave amplitude 
variations and because their characteristics are strongly dependent on all plasma parameters. One might 
a1so think of resonance cones 7 , to explain the two peaks in the lHe-(H) and the 4He -(1-1) case. TIlls 
possibility can also be ruled out because (i) resonance cones depend strong.ly on the plasma density (ii) 
the -ion-branch- cones exist omy for w < W . /O whereas in most o f the experiments w was larger 
than wn. 
From previous measurements on TEXTOR I it is known that due to the sheath rectificatio n effect at 
the ICR F antenna, a large dc current is generated between the ICRF antenna frame (box, screen, pro
tection lirniters) and the wall (liner). TIlls dc current flows primarily along the magnetic field lines and 
results in a radially localized dc current layer in the SOL. The negative dip in the floating potential' in 
the divertor of ASDEX could also be related to this dc current layer. 'T1Us de current , according to 
sheath theory results from the RF current flowing in the same direction. Evidence for the existence of 
such toroidal RF currents generated by RF electric antennas has already been found on the CALT EC H 
tokamak'. The link between the IE, I field structure and this RF current, as weU as the apparent cor
relation between the radial position of the sharp transition in I £,1 and the antenna position have to be 
further investigated . 
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FIG. I. Radial, uncalibrated profile of IE,I 
measured on TEXTOR in a lHc(1f) discharge, 
with 300 kW on AI and JOO kW on A2; 
ALT-II limiter at 46 cm; 
Br = 2.1 T, I, = 340 kA , n.o = 2.010') cm-) , 
H concentration = 5 %. 
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FIG. 2. Radial, uncalibrated proftle of I E
l

,1 measured 
on TEXTOR in a H discharge, with 80 kW on AI ; 
ALT·Illimiter at r- 46 cm, antenna limitcrs 
at 47 cm, Br = 2.5 T, 
I, = 460 kA , n.o _ 3.7 lO,l cm-l . 
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FIG. J . Radial, uncalibratcd profr1e of IE ... I measured on 
TEXTOR in a D(H) discharge, with 400 kW on Al and 400 kW 
on A2 ; ALT-I1limiter at f ""' 44 cm, antenna limilers at r=46 
cm, BT = 2.0 T I, = 337 kA • ii,ct ""' 2.85 lOll cm- J H con
centration = 6 % . 
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FIG. 4. Radial profiles of IEI.I. and IB, I measured on ASDEX 
in a H discharge, with 300 kw on antenna NW ; B1 = 2.26 T, 
I, = 320 kA , no(l = 3.0 lOll cm- l , Neutral Injection power ; 1.0 
MW. Antenna limiters at r = 212 cm. 
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